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	The Law, In Plain English, For Photographers, 9781581152258 (1581152256), Allworth Press, 2002
The photographer's definitive business and legal resource is now completely updated and expanded.  In this valuable guide, arts attorney Leonard DuBoff takes you step by step though all the legal aspects of the photography business.  Here is expert advice for everything from contracts to trademarks, including government licenses, taxes, censorship, the rights of privacy and publicity, leases and insurance, estate planning, and more.  This latest, up-to-the minute edition pays special attention to the legal challenges that have been brought about by digital cameras and the Internet.  With the important legal advice found in this guide, you'll save thousands of dollars in attorney fees–and find expert legal assistance when you need it the most.     

       Digital cameras and the Internet have created new markets and opportunities for photographers—as well as new controversies and lawsuits.  In an industry already rife with legal concerns, the need is more urgent than ever for photographers to understand their rights and responsibilities, both as artists and as business people.  Even with changes in technology, understanding photography law does not have to be  confusing or costly to aspiring and working photographers.  Help is now on the way. Attorney Leonard DuBoff has fully revised and expanded the industry classic The Law (in Plain English)™ for Photographers.     

       "Much of the material in this volume is intended to enlighten photographers so that legal problems can be avoided," DuBoff observes. "Unfortunately, even the most prudent individual may become entangled in the web of complex legal issues."     

       To prepare photographers to successfully tackle everyday business and legal issues, The Law (in Plain English)™ for Photographers takes readers step-by-step through all legal aspects of the industry.  This volume covers organizing as a business; the rights of privacy and publicity; government licenses and restrictions on photographing public places and private property; and provides forms for releases, bill of sale, commission agreement, and assignment estimates and invoices.  This reference also discusses:   • copyright and trademark
• defamation and libel  

• censorship and obscenity  

• contracts and remedies  

• leases and insurance     

       About the Author
   

Leonard D. DuBoff is a practicing attorney and a past president of the Oregon Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts. A recognized expert who frequently lectures on the business of art, he is also the author of eighteen books, including the following published by Allworth Press: The Law (in Plain English)™ for Galleries, The Law (in Plain English)™ for Crafts, The Law (in Plain English)™ for Small Businesses, The Art Business Encyclopedia, and The Performing Arts Business Encyclopedia. He lives in Portland, Oregon.       
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Release Your Brilliance: The 4 Steps to Transforming Your Life and Revealing Your Genius to the WorldHarper Perennial, 2008
Each of us is born brilliant. Then we spend the rest of our lives having our brilliance buried by people, circumstances, and experiences. Eventually, we forget that we ever had genius and special talents, and our brilliance is locked away in a vault deep within. So we settle for who we are, instead of striving for who we were meant to be.
...


		

The Basics of Digital Forensics, Second Edition: The Primer for Getting Started in Digital ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2014

	The Basics of Digital Forensics provides a foundation for people new to the digital forensics field. This book teaches you how to conduct examinations by discussing what digital forensics is, the methodologies used, key tactical concepts, and the tools needed to perform examinations. Details on digital forensics for computers,...


		

Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++.NET in 21 Days (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++.NET in 21 Days, 2nd Edition is a time-saving guide walking you through Visual C++ tools and wizards for building applications and places VC++ in the context of the new Visual Studio.NET environment. This book emphasizes using Visual C++ tools and wizards to generate code. Code examples are augmented with C++ language...




	

Semantics-Oriented Natural Language Processing: Mathematical Models and AlgorithmsSpringer, 2009
This book examines key issues in designing semantics-oriented natural language processing systems. A broad conceptual framework for describing structured meanings of NL-texts is obtained by defining a new class of formal languages called standard knowledge languages (SK-languages) using a system theoretical approach. Readers will gain knowledge...


		

Administrative Passages: Navigating the Transition from Teacher to Assistant Principal (Studies in Educational Leadership)Springer, 2009
Within the educational system, the role of assistant principal is vital. Assistant principals are the face of administration in most school districts, they comprise the largest group of administrators and largely determine school effectiveness and success. Despite the critical nature of this position, this leadership and management role is not...


		

PHP 5 Advanced: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2007
PHP is currently one of the most popular server-side, HTML-embedded  scripting language on the Web. It's specifically designed for Web site  creation and is frequently being used to replace the functionality  created by Perl to write CGI scripts. PHP's popularity and  easier-to-learn appeal has spawned a new breed of programmer, those who  are only...
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